
Eekhout Academy

TEACHING TOMORROW

Theme 1: Theoretical and evidence-based insights on ‘new learning’

Practical consequences for the learner in new learning environments 



DEBAT ON THE HISTORY OF EDUCATION

https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/25c1dcff-410f-45fc-8a60-8222e88c597f

Login: pieterchlarie

WW: malta2016

https://create.kahoot.it/#quiz/25c1dcff-410f-45fc-8a60-8222e88c597f


WHY                   WHAT/HOW



3 Keys 

to future education

Accessibility of 

education (UDL)

High Impact 

Learning environment

Assessment 

as learning



Describe our education 
today in 3 words

Describe this learning 
environment in 3 words

controlled analog homogeneous knowledge-
oriented

Digital, great diversity, competence-
oriented, global citizenship, learning 
coach 



HISTORY OF EDUCATIONAL TRENDS





School wide positive
behaviour support

Universal design for learning

Cooperative learning 
strategies

The Whole brain approach

Co-Teaching

High Impact Learning

Self-determination theory 

Learning analytics 

Making learning visible

STEM

Flipped classroom

Experience based learning 



Innovation processes

SCHOOL 

MISSION

LEARNING TEACHING ORGANISATION

TRENDS IN SOCIETY

TRENDS IN EDUCATION

HOW DO WE DEAL WITH CHANGES IN OUR ENVIRONMENT? 



THEORETICAL AND EVIDENCE-BASED INSIGHTS 

3 Keys to future education



Accessibility 

of education 

(UDL)

Each student should have

access to the learning,

be actively involved

and enjoying the proces



Describe the diversity

In your country

What are the needs of 

These students

How do we cope with

these differences?



Classprofile

Behavior Indepentence

Special needs
Cirruculum

+

_

+

_

+

_



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGLTJw0GSxk

David Rose on Universal design for learning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGLTJw0GSxk
file:///C:/Users/pieterchlarie/Desktop/Samenwerkend leren/structuur in de klas.mp4


WHY IS THIS DESIGN UNIVERSAL?



Give options to chose from

Use different senses

Highlight the essentials



UDL is based on recent neuroscientific insights



UDL:  As a teacher constantly being aware of the possible barriers that 

students may experience in their learning process and providing different 

options to deal with it

WHAT are we learning? HOW do we learn it? WHY do we learn this?

- Bring the information 

through different senses

- Add structure and 

symbols (lay-out)

- Support the memory 

(as well as the

background memory)

- Choose a variety of active

learning strategies

- Stimulate communication

and expression on learning 

gains 

- Support the executive 

functions

- Increase choice and 

autonomy

- Capture interests & 

provide options for 

sustaining effort

- Provide strategies that 

stimulate self-reflection

and self-regulation

Recognition network Strategic network Recognition network



UDL is based on 3 key components: motivation, presentation and expression

Elicit and

increase

motivation

More ways to 

pick up  

information

Increase action
and give options 

to express the 

learning gains

- Capture interests

- Express goals to elicit

self-reflection

- Increase choice and

autonomy

- Support background

information

- Present information 

through different 

senses

- Add structure

- Use active and effective

learning strategies

- Make learning visible so you

elicit communication

- Support executive functions

and give options



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHIxYpBW7sc

AURASMA:  Pimp yout insstruction whit video animated tools

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uHIxYpBW7sc


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FV-QsKY32aQ

2 min 10 sec

UDL in practice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FV-QsKY32aQ


High impact 

learning

environment



Is there learning going on in this classroom?  Can you prove it? 

There’s a presumption of learning





LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

THAT HAS IMPACT

WHY                   WHAT/HOW

WHAT CAN WE DO ?

Autonomy

Belonging

Competences





Verplaats de           zonder ze met je handen 
aan te raken



Assessment

as learning



Urgence

Self management

We bring in ideas, intrests, natural talent of students from informal

to formal learning

Collaberative Learning

Hybride sources

Action & expression

Formal/informal

How can i Trigger them? (problem based, research based, 

gamification)

WALT: ‘We are learning to’

TIB: ‘This is important because’

WILF: ‘What I’m looking for’

What must students do?

How can they show how their progress?

How are we going to group (Homogeneous, heterogeneous)

What strategie are they going to use? (Coöperative leraning Kagan)

What sources are relevant?

How can I mix sources?

ASSESSMENT: students use criteria, document their progress, and get feedback

HIGH IMPACT LEARNING



ASSESSSMENT OF LEARNING

../../../../../../../Desktop/assessment betrokkenheid.mp4


ASSESSSMENT FOR LEARNING

Direct

CRITERIA



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QlH3h19ablI

GREEN SCREEN: enabels students present their work in a virtual environment

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us-rNaWBkEY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QlH3h19ablI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=us-rNaWBkEY


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAJCatPPgS0

Start 2:50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAJCatPPgS0


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHVnsnekHVI

DIGITAL CLASSSROOM : enabels students to document elements of their

learningproces

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZrPD0P5SAs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHVnsnekHVI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZrPD0P5SAs


BOOK CREATOR: enabels students to share their thoughts in a digital book

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0J9ptwcGLw

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0J9ptwcGLw


Learning conversation

1. Chose the topics you want to

talk on

2. Check the welbeing of your

student

3. Lets look at the collected data 

* Portfolio (Seesaw)

* Formative data

* Summative data  

4. feedback, feed up, feed forward

5. Secure learning gains

ASSESSSMENT AS LEARNING

Feedback, feed up & feed forward during the learning proces

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wTrpErRiKA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wTrpErRiKA


ASSESSMENT OF LEARNING

ASSESSMENT FOR LEARNING

ASSESSMENT AS LEARNING

Where am I at this point?

How do I do comparing to others?

How can I do better?

What is my next goal?

How wil I achieve my goal? 

I collect data

I analyse data

I interpret data

I draw conclusions 

I adjust my actions

STUDENT ACTIONS STUDENT INSTRUMENTS

Formative and summative test 

results?

Clear goals and success criteria

Data collection and tracking tools

Feedback  discussions

Visible learning

Autonnomy

Feedback

Data collection

Tracking tools



Synthese



Peer assessment & self assessment





Students’ actions Teachers’ actions Material

Students 

document 

themselves

Students/teacher

feedbackdiscussion

ASSESSMENT AS LEARNING



ASSESSMENT AS LEARNING

STUDENTS DOCUMENT THEMSELFS

ASSESSMENT CULTURE

STUDENT/TEACHER FEEDBACK DISCUSSION

TEACHER FAST FEEDBACK

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wTrpErRiKA

../../../../../../../Videos/ASSASSMENT/Assessment culture.mp4
../../../../../../../Videos/ASSASSMENT/Student data collection.mp4
../../../../../../../Videos/ASSASSMENT/Student teacher feedback discussion.mp4
../../../../../../../Videos/ASSASSMENT/Teacher fast feedback.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4wTrpErRiKA


METACOGNITION IS SOMETHING YOU CAN DEVELOP

Compare, correct,  read over, folfow the steps, rate yourself, rate others, adjust, argue, conclude,  describe, draw,    
develop, research, prove, reflect, design, convince,  give opinion, add, replace,, catagorize, surch,  scratch, clarify, 
explane, colour, discus,  listen, copy, connect, note, repete, cicle, onderline, help, interpret, analyse, defend

Toddler 6-9 years 10-12 years 13-15 years 15-18 years



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAJCatPPgS0

Start 2:50

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAJCatPPgS0


Synthese



Classprofile

Behavior Indepentence

Special needs
Cirruculum

+

_

+

_

+

_



Lisa

Jesse

Simon

3 B

Jason

Shelby

Lars & Febe

Melissa

Lorenzo

Lisa

Thobias

Shelby

Febe

What really works in this?



6.  SYNTHESIS

21st century learning needs a learning environment that: 

- States clear goals and gives students success criteria

EXERCISE 9:

- Elicits Autonomy in the learning process and facilities (Hybrid)

Bond: connects students to the learning process and to

each other

Competence: captures interests and shows growth of all

learners

- Collects data and gives feedback on class and individual progress



Look at the following fragment.  Do you recognize the 7 elements of 

High Impact Learning? 

EXERCISE 9:

ASSESSMENT

Self-regulation

Problem  

Urgency

Collaboration

Coaching

Hybrid learning

Action 

expression

Formal and

informal 

../../../../../../../Videos/Ten PARKE/Ten parke 'dag in de springplank' 1.mp4


3 Keys 

to future education

Accessibility of 

education (UDL)

High Impact 

Learning environment

Assessment 

as learning



HIL environmentAccessible education Assessment as learning

Good practice

Opportunities

URGENCY


